
T�r de Froth
The start of Le Tour is always nervous, and 
this will be exacerbated with a 3km uphill 

�nish where the sprinters will Blowhard to 
remain in contention and the GC contend-
ers will look for time gaps and bonus time.
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stage 1: 187km (Hilly)
Brest > Landerneau

stage 2: 182km (hilltop finish)
PERROS-GUIREC > mÛR-DE-BRETAGNE GUERLÉDAN

stage 3: 182km (flat)
LORIENT > PONTIVY

stage 4: 152km (flat) 
REDON > FOUGÈRES

stage 5: 27km (time trial) 

stage 6: 144km (flat)
TOURS > CHÂTEAUROUX

stage 7: 248km (hilltop finish)
VIERZON > LE CREUSOT

stage 8: 151km (mountains)
OYONNAX > LE GRAND-BORNAND

stage 9: 145km (summit finish) 
CLUSES > TIGNES

rest day

stage 10: 186km (flat)
ALBERTVILLE > VALENCE

stage 11: 199km (mountains) 
SORGUES > MALAUCÈNE

Most likely another day for the sprinters, 
but hilly forest roads, not dissimilar to 

North East Victoria, and possible cross 
winds, may favour a break. 

The longest stage in 21 years with 3000m 
elevation gain and a steep hill-top �nish. A 
hellish stage, perfect to enjoy with a �ery 

beer, packed full of �avour.

Did you know that the High Country is 
home to some amazing wineries? Bright 

Brewery stocks an exclusively local wine list, 
so try something di�erent like a local wine 

today!

Finally, a day for true sprinters. Hell�re on 
wheels!

A stage with a touch of sweetness and 
wonder riding past Renaissance castles, 

might leave a sour taste for some.

The Tour’s �rst summit �nish in the Alps. 
Enjoy with a lager that’s the perfect reward 

for Alpine thirsty adventure-seekers.

A stage featuring two climbs of the Giant of 
Provence, Mont Ventoux, before a dare-

devil dive to the �nish line. Enjoy with an 
Alpine Lager - the taste of the Aussie Alps.

The Tour leaves its brief stay in the Alps with 
a stage likely for the sprinters who’ll need to 

put down some POW.

The �rst proper mountain stage of the tour, 
something to celebrate with this 

American-style IPA which is a celebration of 
juicy, tropical, �oral hops.

The race of truth, where the UCI likes to 
measure the height of socks ( fun fact). A 
race for the individual best enjoyed with a 

beer with a single hop variety.

Finishing up the Mûr-de-Bretagne, a short 
steep climb, Stage 2 will favour climbers 

with a good sprint. Somebody like the aged 
veteran Alejandro Valverde.



T�r de Froth
A reasonably short day that should take 

place in glorious sunshine and end with a 
sprint �nish. Sit back and enjoy with a 

Sweetart Sour Ale, fresh lime aroma and 
�avour with a refreshingly tart �nish.
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stage 12: 161km (flat)
SAINT-PAUL-TROIS-CHÂTEAUX > 

NÎMES

stage 13: 220km (flat)
NÎMES > CARCASSONNE

stage 14: 184km (hilly)
CARCASSONNE > QUILLAN

stage 15: 192km (mountains) 
CÉRET > ANDORRE-LA-VIEILLE

rest day

stage 16: 169km (hilly)
PAS DE LA CASE >SAINT-GAUDENS

stage 17: 178km (summit finish)
MURET > SAINT-LARY-SOULAN 

COL DU PORTET

stage 18: 130km (summit finish)
PAU > LUZ ARDIDEN

stage 19: 203km (flat) 
MOURENX > LIBOURNE

stage 20: 31km (time trial)
LIBOURNE > SAINT-EMILION

stage 21: 112km (flat)
CHATOU > paris 
CHAMPS-ÉLYSÉES

The tour leaves France for a �nish in 
Andorra - en-route it will pass the highest 

point of the race (2408m), a feat best 
enjoyed with a beer as bright and crisp as 

fresh mountain air. 

A stage featuring three hard climbs, 
including the �nish to the top of the 

razor-like Col du Portet.

Held in a prestigious vineyard, this will be 
the last chance to take the maillot jaune. 

Spectators will be watching the riders race 
by from vineyards like the Bright tourists 

peeping out at the Autumn foliage.

An introduction to the climbs of the 
Pyrenees, with only one climb reaching 

above 1000m - much lower than our own 
Mount Feathertop (1,922m) home to the 

exhilarating Hell�re Gully.

A day for the breakaway, so watch the 
peleton Blowhard to catch them before the 

upcoming Pyrenees stages.

We leave the Pyrenees and the GC contend-
ers need to rest up for the big challenge 
tomorrow - at just 3.5%, Bright Sour is 

perfect for those who are taking it easy, too.

The race concludes in Paris and the riders 
are sure to be dog tired. Time for a 

DoggoBrau Tropical XPA, a barking good 
beer which is raising money for RSPCA 

Victoria.

A short, steep day with climbs up two 
giants of the Pyrenees, the Tourmalet and 

Luz Ardiden. Enjoy it with a Staircase 
Porter, named after Staircase Spur, the 
steepest track to Victoria’s highest peak.

A day o� the beer? Try something new like 
the Bright Brewery/Sixpence Co�ee/Reed & 
Co Distillery limited-edition Spirit Lab Dark 
Night Malt Edition co�ee liqueur. Available 

online, at Reed & Co, and Bright Brewery!

This stage could have crosswinds that 
provide raw and aggressive racing with an 
explosive bunch sprint at the end. POW!

#brightbrew�y #t�rde�oth


